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UM's international efforts
link Montana to the world
rowing up in the Republic of Georgia, University of Montana graduate
student Melina Oganesyan always associated the United States with its
largest cities.
“The main image we get of America is of New York City, Chicago, Los Angeles,”
she says. “I didn’t even know what to think” about Montana.
Well, one thing leapt to mind: cowboys.
“What I knew about Montana came mainly from movies,” says Oganesyan, 23, who
arrived in Missoula last fall as a visiting scholar from the
Tbilisi Institute of Asia and Africa. Oganesyan, who holds
the equivalent of a master’s degree in her own country,
decided to remain in Missoula to pursue a master’s in
American history at UM.
“I like this place very much, because Missoula is small
and, in my opinion, a very safe city,”
she says. “I like the research possibilities
at the campus, and the faculty is very
and minds, and build bridges,” says Mehrdad Kia, director of UM’s
helpful, very understanding - and very
Office of International Programs. “A more unified humanity will
demanding, as well.”
function better than one separated by stereotypes.”
The community has been welcoming,
For UM, it’s a two-way street. Oganesyan is one of more than 500
to°UM students from foreign countries who give the campus a diverse
“The people are very friendly, and
and international flavor. (They even host an International Culture
I don’t really feel I am away from my
and Food Festival each spring, in which students cook signature
country,” Oganesyan says. “I can see
dishes from their homelands to share with Montanans.) In the
many similarities in personal relationships between Montanans
meantime, some 40 UM students are studying abroad this semester,
and Georgians. And Missoula is. similar to Tbilisi. It has the same
“Our dream is to see the day 1,000 students at The University of
topography, and a river runs through Tbilisi just like the river runs
Montana have come from all over the world,” Kia says. “And the
through Missoula.”
“We’re in this business not only to train, but to change hearts
Global - continued next page
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Global — continued from front
ultimate dream is that before they graduate with a four-year degree,
every student here will have spent one semester abroad.”
UM President George Dennison explains why.
“As we move into a global society, we have to find ways to
assure that when graduates leave, they do so with the confidence
and comfort level and all that is necessary to function in a global
society,” Dennison says. “They need to be able to understand people
from other cultures and work with people of other cultures.”

It’s an exciting time on the UM campus.
With private-sector partners who are footing
the financial costs, the University is
investigating the possibility of establishing
a campus in China.
UM faculty exchanges are available at
54 universities in 24 nations, from Chile
to Italy, Morocco to Kyrgyzstan, and the
list of campuses and countries keeps
growing.
UM students, meanwhile, have more
than 100 universities around the world
to choose from through the International
Student Exchange Program.
In the Department of Modern and
Classical Languages and Literatures, students
can learn not only French, German, Italian
and Spanish, but also Arabic, Chinese, Japanese,
Persian and - coming in fall 2006 - Turkish.
“People say, ‘Why these, when we don’t teach all the
European languages?’” Kia says. “After the attacks of 9/11, we
know the answer.”
In fact, in an effort to increase UM’s focus and expertise
on the Middle East and surrounding areas of strategic
importance, Kia and his colleagues founded the Central
and Southwest Asian Studies Program at UM. The
program promotes development of language programs
for that region and arranges faculty and student
exchanges, as well as offering informative campus
lectures about the region.
The University also is heavily involved in grant-backed
programs like the one that brought Oganesyan to campus, wherein
foreign educators receive training to help them implement
educational reforms back home, where their countries are
undergoing the transition to a free-market society.
English Language Programs at UM offer intensive language
instruction to non-native English speakers to improve their academic
English skills - a key to luring foreign students. Indeed, some 54
students from Saudi Arabia alone enrolled in the English Language
Institute in January.
“Every country adopting a more free market economy needs
to make sure its professionals learn to communicate in English,”
Kia says. “Clearly, we believe our English Language Programs are
the avenue through which we can increase the number of
international programs and students at UM. Hopefully they become
full-time students, which helps the University significantly,
because it boosts revenue.”
But the bottom line is not what it’s about, Kia says.
“When we diversify the culture on campus, we build necessary
bridges so that our students can become aware of the complex world
in which they live,” he says. “It’s natural to want to remain isolated,
2
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to not interact with countries that challenge our cultural values. But
the reality of the world is that it is a small village, and we have no
option but to interact with it.”

UM accepted its first exchange student in the early 1920s. In
1924 that student, Alex Stepanzoff, joined with four other Russian
exchange students and founded the International Student Club.
Now called the International Student Association, it is the oldest
student organization on campus.
In 1948 the Immigration and Naturalization Service approved
UM’s request to enroll foreign students, and a faculty member
was assigned the part-time role of foreign student
adviser. Study-abroad programs began in 1971,
and UM hired its first full-time foreign student
adviser in 1972.
Since then, UM’s involvement on a
global scale has accelerated rapidly.
“I was very impressed when I realized
how internationalized the faculty here
already is,” says Kia, who took over OIP
three years ago. “So many are working
on international projects, or with
colleagues at other universities around
the world, or have traveled extensively.
Some of it is outside the scope of our
office, but we are always willing to offer
logistical advice and support to encourage
these types of projects, interactions and
exchanges.”
Kia, who was born in Iran and spent the first 17
years of his life there, came to the United States to
study at the University of Wisconsin. He stayed in America,
but says many foreign students in the United States return to
their native countries after graduation.
“What makes the United States powerful in the
world is what we offer academically,” Kia says. “Tens of
thousands of people who come here to study go back
to assume positions of leadership in their countries.
After the tragedy of 9/11, we decided to close our
doors and to protect ourselves. 1 understand the
need for vigilance and quality security checks. But
[interacting with the world] is how we win in the long run.”
The proposed China campus is one of UM’s most intriguing
opportunities.
“We’re trying very hard to create a larger footprint in one of the
most important and dynamic countries in the world,” says Terry
Weidner, director of the Maureen and Mike Mansfield Center,
which is spearheading this and other projects in China.
The obstacles are formidable: There is a potentially lengthy
Chinese Ministry of Education approval process, there is work
required to create a suitable degree program, and it also will have to
be approved by UM’s regional accrediting agency and the Montana
Board of Regents.
That said, Dennison firmly believes it is worth pursuing.
“It’s very difficult for the Chinese to respond to the educational
needs of the population they have,” UM’s president says. “When you
have 250 million people of college age, you can’t build campuses fast
enough. They invited institutions to come in and help, and we’re
willing to do that so long as we can control the curriculum. They
want an accredited program, and we can deliver that.”
It benefits UM in two ways, Dennison says. First, it will bring in

new revenue that will help support the Missoula
campus. Second, it has a built-in design feature
that will allow UM students to travel to China
and serve as mentors for the Chinese students, all
expenses paid - one English-speaking mentor for
every 10 Chinese students.
“The fact that we will offer a UM curriculum
wholly in English increases the possibilities for
participation from the main campus and other
institutions in the state,” Weidner says.
The site selected - Xiamen, on China’s
southeast coast - was important, according to
Weidner, who is proficient in Chinese and once
worked at the U.S. Embassy in Beijing.
“It’s a place I feel good about sending our students and faculty,”
he explains. “It is clean, prosperous and outward-looking. It’s right
across from Taiwan, and it’s not only a pleasant place to live, but it’s
a city that values international exchange.”
The Xiamen Institute of Technology is moving its campus outside
the city, leaving behind buildings that UM and its private-sector
partners could take over. The academic offerings would be primarily
business-oriented, and Weidner expects it would take three to five
years to roll out the program. Ultimately, the University would
expect to have an enrollment of 2,000.
“Moreover, given the partnership we
have developed off campus, there really is
no cost to us,” Dennison says. “Everything
is guaranteed by our private-sector partner,
who’s willing to put the money up front. It
really is a wonderful opportunity for us.”
“That’s the vital thing,” Weidner says.
“We’re only doing this because the financial
model doesn’t put a burden on Montana or
the University. Our partners are paying all
the costs; our responsibility is to create a
curriculum we totally control.”
Those partners, a group of Chinese and
American entrepreneurs, believe the time is
ripe for such a venture, in which UM would
get an equity share. China’s emergence as
an economic power, the rapid increase in the number of people in
China who can afford U.S. tuition, and the continued prestige of
an American degree at a time when post-Sept. 11 visa policies still
make it difficult for many Chinese students to study in the United
States, are all contributing factors.
One concern we had was mixing academic standards and
profits,” Weidner says. “But our partners feel profits will come only
if we have high academic standards. To me it’s an ideal situation.”
Butte had a higher percentage of Irish immigrants in 1900 than
Boston, one of the reasons Alan Noonan attends UM. The exchange
student from the University of Cork is writing his master’s thesis
— 40,000 words worth — on the Irish in Montana.
“One of my lecturers in Cork spoke to me about the exchange
program, and wondered if there was any material on the Irish in
Montana,” Noonan says.
There was, of course, lots of it. Before he came to UM, Noonan
read “The Butte Irish” by David Emmons, UM history professor
emeritus.
Since arriving here last fall to study, Noonan has discovered
plenty of Noonans made their way to Butte. “I even came across a
picture of Gen. George Armstrong Custer dressing down a bear,” he

(Top) Instructor Julie Brown teaches a UM English
Language Program class. (Above) UM President
George Dennison, left, signs an exchange agreement
with the Tajik minister of education. (Left)
Montana’s Irish history brought Alan Noonan to UM.

says. “There were two fellows with him, one an Indian
scout and the other a fellow identified as John Noonan.”
Like Oganesyan, Noonan says he’s changed several
preconceived notions about America and Americans
during his time in Missoula. They aren’t alone.
“Among the Pakistani groups who have come here, we
had a lady who was clearly hostile and negative when she arrived in
Missoula,” OIP Director Kia says. “She was here over three months,
and when she came to say goodbye, she came with tears in her eyes.
She said, ‘I have to confess and to apologize.’ ”
Previously, the only thing she knew about America were the wars
in Iraq and Afghanistan, she explained - images she saw daily on
television news programs in Pakistan.
“She said the training she received, the hospitality and friendships
she enjoyed here, made her feel ashamed for thinking the way she
used to,” Kia says. “She said, ‘Now I see Americans as my friends.
They were so patient and generous. I will never forget the kindness
I have been shown.’”
UM students and faculty who study and work abroad report
similar things to Kia.
“I’ve had them tell me, ‘You can never return to what you used to
be. It forever changes you,”’ he says.
In an office filled with posters and trinkets from around the
world where UM is involved - Tibet, Ireland, Kyrgyzstan, Italy,
Korea, Japan and many more - Kia repeats his firmly held belief:
“This is,” he says, “how we win hearts and minds in the long
run.” H
— By Vince Devlin
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thaw, glaciers deliver massive amounts of freshwater to the salty
ocean. This conveyance of freshwater has a major impact on the
salinity levels in the oceans, in turn driving changes in currents and
weather patterns. While few, if any, would notice if Harper’s glacier
speeds up or even disappears, the changes happening to other
glaciers - such as the behemoths covering Greenland - will have a
significant global impact.
“To understand these changes,” Harper says, “we have to
understand how glaciers move and how they deliver their water to
the ocean.”
His desire to better understand glacier physics is what brought
him and his field crew to the middle of nowhere.

Images courtesy of Joel Harper

t first glance, some academic field research projects
seem like abstract exercises in extreme summer
Vacationing, resulting in reams of data and what-I-didthis-summer photography.
Take, for example, what UM geology Assistant Professor Joel
Harper and his small cadre of geology students have been up to
over the last couple summer field seasons: camping on a remote
glacier in Alaska’s Chugach Mountains and using a large,
homemade drill to bore holes in it.
When asked the name of a mountain towering over the
glacier, Harper says, “You’d have to go 50 miles to find something
with a name.”
In fact, he points to a beautiful picture of the glacier,
blown up poster-size and hanging on his office wall, that
he and his students spent months studying and says,
“This glacier doesn’t really matter ...”
Other glaciers, arguably more meaningful ones, such
as Alaska’s huge Columbia Glacier or the massive ice
cap covering Greenland, are undergoing what Harper
calls “catastrophic” changes. As the climate changes,
these and other glaciers are warming up. Meltwater is
finding its way to the bed of the glaciers, causing them
to move at astonishing rates - for glaciers, anyway.
Harper said sea levels have risen some 120 meters
since the end of the last ice age about 18,000 years
ago. The world’s glaciers contain another 70 meters of
sea level in the form of stored ice, and about 10 percent
of this potential future ocean water sits on
top of Greenland.
The gradual melting of the world’s remaining glaciers
will make an obvious impression on islands and coastal
communities around the globe. And, as they

GEOLOGY
For years, glacier scientists made the assumption that an increase
in water pressure underneath the glacier caused an increase in the
glacier’s speed. This hypothesis had never been proven, yet the only
way the role of water enters prevailing models that scientists use
to predict a glacier’s movement is through a representation of the
water pressure. Harper had
a hunch that the role of
meltwater in glacier physics
was misunderstood, and
he designed a project that
would rigorously test longheld beliefs.
“It was a big battle to
convince people that
this had to be done,”
Harper says.
Finally, Harper and
collaborators from the
universities of Colorado
and Wyoming secured a
grant from the National
Science Foundation to test
the role of water pressure
in glacier movement.
Harper’s remote glacier
perfectly suited his needs,
and it was one he’d flown
over several other times
while working on other
projects in Alaska. The
glacier is long (about 8
kilometers), wide (about 1
kilometer) and thick (about
200 meters). Its relatively
gentle surface topography
also appeared safe enough
for him and his team to
UM graduate student Jonathan
| spend weeks at a time
Reeve uses red dye to study how
living and working on.
water moves through the glacier.
His plan was to drill
holes along the entire length of the glacier, from the head all the way
down to the terminus. His team also would bore a grid of holes in
the middle of the ice river. Once the holes were I
drilled, the researchers would lower devices
to measure the pressure of the water at the
intersection of the glacier ice and the bedrock
- along with the turbidity and velocity of the
water moving beneath.
Scientists have drilled holes in glaciers to test
water pressure before, but previous experiments
were generally limited to a few locations on a
given glacier. The 47 holes that he and his team
completed with their homemade drill was an
unprecedented and ambitious effort.
Harper’s group built a drilling system that
could be hauled in a three-sled system. The
team had all its gear, including tents, food,
scientific instrumentation and a snow
machine, slung in by helicopter. They spent
two summer field seasons on the glacier weeks at a time doing little but boring holes
in ice with their drill, taking measurements

and hauling equipment from site to site.
They found that Harper’s hunch about the limited role of water
pressure on glacier speed was correct.
In spring, glaciers speed up for about a week - suddenly traveling
about 10 times faster than usual. The glacier Harper and his team
studies is no exception to this pattern. Harper’s data show that
when the glacier goes through this somewhat dramatic increase
in speed, the water pressure doesn’t change drastically. However,
the drainage pattern - how meltwater moves under the glacier
- undergoes a remarkable shift.
“The drainage system becomes really
connected,” Harper says, “and starts ‘talking’
to the glacier.” In effect, the change in the
way the water moves under the glacier drives
the increase in speed - not the pressure of
the water itself.
The next step is to use what they’ve
learned to help create a new model to predict
glacier movement in places like Greenland.
The impacts of climate change will go
largely unnoticed at Harper’s remote summer
study sites. Like he said, that one glacier
doesn’t really matter. But by using this
relatively insignificant one as a proxy, he
and his colleagues corrected a long-held
- and incorrect - assumption about the
physics of glacier movement. 0
— By Chris Bryant
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Ranching Human

Lice

Warning: This story will make you itch
eel that tiny prickle between your skin and clothes? Maybe it’s
just leftover soap drying from your morning shower. Perhaps a
stray thread is poking your skin.
Or maybe it’s a sesame seed-sized insect scuttling around on tiny
clawed legs. This crawly critter, the body louse, loves the humid
86-degree environment under your shirt or beltline, and it wants
to feed on your blood using its piercing mouthparts. It might even
excrete dark red feces onto your skin before cementing its eggs
- called nits - to your body hair or clothing.
And if you aren’t nitpicky about finding all the eggs and
improving your personal hygiene, there will be more. Lots more.
Probably a full-blown infestation.
Sound disgusting? Well, it gets
worse. Body lice are known to carry
three human diseases - typhus,
relapsing fever and trench fever.
It’s said that during World
War I, lice-borne disease killed
more men than bullets. Only
influenza killed more soldiers in
the trenches.
These days in the Western
World, head lice still prey upon
children, while their slightly larger
cousins, body lice, sometimes crop
up among homeless alcoholics and
AIDS patients. Besides inner-city
environments, louse-transmitted trench
fever also appears across wide swaths
of Mexico and Africa.
UM Professor Mike Minnick, a
medical microbiologist, runs one of
three labs in the world to study body
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lice and the pathogens they can carry - especially trench fever. He
says the malady is caused by a bacterium called Bartonella quintana,
one of a group of pathogens that he has studied for 15 years.
Characterized by high fever, forehead pain, general sluggishness
and aching shins, trench fever can kill people living in unhealthy
conditions or with compromised immune systems. A microscope
reveals swarms of Bartonella in the blood of an infected person.
“This bacterium is able to live in both lice and people, which are
two tremendously different environments,” Minnick says. “So we
want to know why and how they can do this. We also want to see
how the bacterium interacts with the louse, how the louse transmits
the pathogen and where the bacterium lives inside the louse ... those
types of questions.”
Specifically, his lab studies a family of genes in the bacterium
involved in acquiring iron from the environment, as well as the
mechanisms that switch these
genes on and off. Find a way
to switch off the right genes at
the right time, and you stop lice
from transmitting trench fever
or other louse-borne agents.
It’s a long way off, Minnick
says, but unraveling the
complexities of this gene
family could lead to a trench
fever vaccine.
But first one needs a fairly
large sample of bacterial
ribonucleic acid (RNA) from
the guts of infected lice to
study. This means growing
human body lice in the lab,
and that’s where Minnick’s

•-------- BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES---------postdoctoral student Jim Battisti comes in.
“I kind of feel like a louse rancher,” the soft-spoken Battisti says.
“They are hard to keep going because you have to feed them six
out of seven days a week, and every day it takes about an hour
to feed them.”
The researchers use a strain of lice that was adapted in the 1940s
to feed on rabbits instead of humans. The lice live in an incubator
resembling a small refrigerator. Inside the device, warm and humid
conditions mimic those found between human clothing and skin.
The insects spend their 40-day lives crawling, growing and
molting on little pieces of corduroy cloth inside the incubator. The
lice progress from nits (eggs) through three immature nymphal
stages before finally crawling out of their old skins to become adults.
Battisti feeds the lice using two rabbits he has laboriously trained
to lie still on their backs on a foam pillow while strapped firmly in
an apparatus of his own design. He places the lice onto shaved areas
on the rabbits’ stomachs, and he says the feedings are harmless.
One problem with the incubator is the smell, Battisti says.
Collected lice smell horrible (which is why someone infested
with lice often smells). They also defecate a lot of digested blood
- leaving dark reddish stains - which can turn the cloth squares
they live on into a bacterial soup that1s even bad for lice. Battisti has
learned to pick up the cloth squares (he calls them “blankies”), dry
them slightly and then shake the lice free when he does a cleaning.
It’s a dirty job that sometimes has consequences.
“They’ve gotten on me, and I’ve taken them home,” Battisti says.
“At first I was really creeped out - and the smell - but if you find
one on you, you just kill it.” Minnick agreed: “Yeah, I’ve been
bitten. Everyone that works with an insect model has been bitten
by that insect.”
Battisti says it took a year and a half of hard work and trial and
error to create the thousands-strong lice breeding population for the
lab, but now he admits to a certain fondness for the tiny blood
sucking critters under his care.
“I thought about feeding them human blood for a while,” he says
with a laugh. “I considered taking them home on the weekends and
just giving them a little meal on me rather than having to drive up
to campus. Didn’t of course.”
To study the interactions between Bartonella bacteria and lice,
you need to get the microorganisms into the insects. This is usually
done by injecting rabbits with Bartonella quintana and letting the
lice feed on the infected animal.
“But that means this rabbit you’ve trained forever to lie on its
back for feedings is infected and you can’t use it anymore,” Battisti
said. So they have developed a system to feed the lice infected
human blood through an artificial membrane.
It hasn’t been a total success. Newborn nymph lice will use a
membrane, but older lice won’t go for it. They prefer rabbit.
“It’s these spoiled adults - the ones we really want to drink a
bellyful - that won’t use our artificial system,” Minnick says. “We
have tried all kinds of different things for membranes. We even
tried lambskin condoms, but so far no luck.”
Battisti says the nymphs they coaxed into drinking infected blood
don’t provide a large enough sample for their experiments. “So
what we are still working on is finding a way to get large amounts of
bacteria into adult lice.”
Though the lice project grabs attention, it’s actually only part of
the work funded by a prestigious National Institutes of Health grant.
Minnick says they are studying how a gene family in Bartonella
bacteria uses iron, an essential nutrient, and they are delving into
the regulatory mechanisms of gene expression.
“We are taking a holistic approach,” he says. “If we can find how

these genes are binding an essential nutrient, we may be able to
block a receptor and find a cure for that particular disease.”
The seven people in Minnick’s lab also work on a biodefense
project involving Q fever - an illness that can make people
extremely sick for weeks and can lead to hepatitis and even lethal
inflammation of heart valves. Q fever is caused by a bacterium
that could be weaponized by terrorists, so the lab is helping to
develop diagnostic and therapeutic techniques and potentially a
vaccine for the pathogen.
Minnick says their partners on the Q fever effort include
scientists at Montana State University and Rocky Mountain Labs
in Hamilton. The effort is funded by the NIH Rocky Mountain
Regional Center of Excellence based at Colorado State University.
While delving into bacterial genes and studying biodefense
measures, Minnick and Battisti never expected to become experts
on caring for human body lice.
“It’s kind of odd, but I have a blast,” Battisti says. “We have
become one of the few places to do louse studies.”
“And now investigators from other parts of the country want to
use our lice colony here for their experiments,” Minnick adds. “It’s
pretty exciting.” 0
- By Cary Shimek
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Ulrich Kamp
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Pakistan photos courtesy of U. Kamp

hree days after the devastating Kashmir earthquake rocked
Pakistan, physical geographer and UM Professor Ulrich
Kamp received a phone call asking for his expertise.
Maj. Gen. Nadeem Ahmed, the head of Pakistan’s earthquake
recovery program, asked Kamp and his colleague Lewis Owen,
a University of Cincinnati geologist, if they would help assess
damage and study the earthquake’s effects on the people and
the country. Kamp has worked in the mountains of northern
Pakistan since 1993.
The 7.6-magnitude Pakistan earthquake rocked the country
at 8:50 a.m. Oct. 8, lasting about 30 seconds. More than 79,000
people were killed, some 65,000 were injured and about 2.5
million are homeless.
After hearing about the disaster, Kamp and Owen crafted a
proposal for a special National Science Foundation grant totaling
almost $30,000 that was available for emergency research
situations. The UM researcher wanted to study the earthquake
in Pakistan and assess the subsequent consequences before the
landscape was modified by cleanup and reconstruction.
He particularly wanted to study the role of mass movements in
landscape evolution - specifically earthquake-induced landslides.
He also wanted to provide his expertise to the Pakistani people
in their time of crisis.
After receiving the grant, Kamp, Owen and Jennifer Parker, a
UM geography graduate student who had received an internal

UM research grant, left for Pakistan a
month after the quake took place.
There the scientists mapped
landslides, including how many they
saw, how big they were and where
they were located. They also tried
determining why landslides occurred in
a given area. One thing they noticed is
that most slides in the earthquake area
took place in a special geologic setting
intense in limestone and dolomite.
Kamp plans to develop a small-scale
Geographical Information System
using the data they uncovered. This
will provide thematic maps, statistics,
pictures of typical landslides, satellite
images of before and after the
earthquake, and a 3-D model of the
landscape. Officials and the public will
then be able to analyze information
on geologic features, impact on
human life, damage to buildings and
infrastructure, and perceptions of
Pakistani citizens, as well as statistics
on death and relief received in individual areas.
“The main product of the GIS will be a hazard zonation map,”
Kamp says. “This map will identify areas at risk and support future
hazard mitigation approaches that might help to protect people and
technical infrastructure in the region.”
Since coming home, Kamp and his research assistant Benjamin
Growley, another UM geography graduate student, are analyzing the
data and have started to develop the GIS.
Kamp is collaborating with the Pakistani government and the United
Nations in sharing data and creating an
even more comprehensive GIS for the
Pakistan’s Muzzaffarabad area in the
future. Eventually, he plans to request
another NSF grant, this time for a largescale GIS that would cover landslides in
the Karakoram and Himalayan regions
of Pakistan and India.
Kamp hopes to be back in the field
for more research in 2007.
“Being able to study such an epic
and traumatic event as this quake
has been a humbling and amazing
experience,” he says. 0

